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O O DiskRecovery

What's New in the O O DiskRecovery?
The application enables you to quickly and easily recover files that are accidentally or intentionally deleted. This is possible by
using the sophisticated O&O UnErase and O&O Format Recovery processes. These features enable you to recover deleted files,
folders or partitions and even damaged disks. The third process is a no-brainer since it enables you to easily find the deleted
files on a damaged partition or partition that is corrupted. Each of these processes can be performed separately or together, by
using the Wizard-like interface that guides you through the recovery process step-by-step. O&O DiskRecovery is a basic and
easy-to-use application that will allow you to quickly and easily recover any files, folders or partitions that are accidentally or
intentionally deleted. Features: - powerful data recovery tool - Detects partitions and detects files on partition - Recovers files
from hard drive, partition, external hard drive and USB device - Delivers three different scanning methods: Recovery, UnErase,
Format Recovery - Detects deleted files, folders and partitions - Detects and recovers files on damaged disks and partitions Complete disk scan in under 5 seconds - Save time by only scanning deleted files - Easy to use wizard-like interface - Support of
all major file formats - File and folder filters - File and folder scan filter - Supports all languages - Set file/folder filter - Set
file/folder scan filter - Wizard-like interface - Choose recovery method: Deleted file recovery, Deleted file recovery by
partition, Deleted folder recovery, Deleted folder recovery by partition, Detected partition recovery, Deleted partition recovery,
Detected partition recovery, Windows recovery, Deleted partition recovery by disk, Disk scan, Data recovery, Windows
recovery, Deleted partition recovery by partition, Partition recovery, - Ability to restrict the search to specific file types PowerScan - Reimaging - Scanning while ignoring existing files - Easy - Free - O&O DeepScan - Test Mode - Advanced scan Device scan - Advanced scan - Device scan - Detects external hard drives connected to your PC - Detects damaged disks Detects corrupted partitions - Detects secure systems - Detects encrypted disks - Detects hidden partitions - Detects hidden files
- Detects free space - Detects folder/file attributes - Detects file system - Detects file system - Detects file system - Detects
hidden file attributes - Detects hidden file attributes - Detects file system - Detects Windows system - Detects partition Detects partition - Detects partition - Detects partition - Detects volume label - Detects volume label - Detects partition Detects partition - Detects a partition table - Detects a partition table - Detect
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System Requirements For O O DiskRecovery:
Minimum: OS: Windows Vista or Windows 7 Processor: Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon 64 x2 Dual Core Processor Memory:
1 GB RAM Graphics: Intel G31, Nvidia GTS 250 or Radeon HD 3450 Storage: 1 GB available space Sound: DirectX 9.0
compatible sound card Network: Broadband Internet connection Recommended: Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Phenom
X2 Memory: 2 GB RAM
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